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Abstract. In this paper, modification of the surface properties of polyethylene (PE) films is studied 
using air coplanar barrier discharge plasma at atmosphere pressure. The diffuse plasma appears on 
the surface of the device. The treated samples are examined by water contact angle measurements, 
fourier transform infrared attenuated total reflection spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR), X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning electron microscopy(SEM). With treatment time increasing, the 
water contact angle changes from the value of 92°of the untreated PE surface to the minimum value 
of 51°after treatment time of 50s. The results show some oxidized species are introduced into the 
samples surface by the plasma treatment and the changeable tendency of the water contact angle with 
the treatment time is the same as that of the O concentration on the treated sample surface. From the 
SEM, the surface roughness of PE samples increases with the treatment time increasing. 

Introduction 

Dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs) occur in configureurations which are characterized by a 
dielectric barrier layer between conducting electrodes. There are three basic configureurations for 
generating DBDs[1]. The first is the volume discharge (VBD), which is consisted of two parallel 
plates with the gas gap distance is about several millmeters. A VBD device consists of two parallel 
dielectric plates with electrodes outside fitted. As is shown in Figureure 1, the VBD is characterized 
by initiation in a uniform field with fixed gas gap, while SBD propagates in a non-uniform field from 
the surface electrode along the dielectric surface with gas gap unfixed.The second is the surface 
discharge (SBD), a plane dielectric with an electrode on one surface and a metallic cover on its 
reverse side. The third is coplanar barrier discharge (CBD), which not only has the advantages of 
DBD, but also has the advantages of itself, such as the lower spark ignition voltage, easily formation 
of the discharge, etc. In all the basic configureurations the DBDs consist of discharge pulses with a 
duration of about 10 ns[2]. The volume DBDs are used on a large industrial scale to increase the 
properties of polymers, films and other materials. It have been tested for atmospheric pressure plasma 
deposition and have found a number of industrial applications, such as the industrial ozone generation, 
ultraviolet (UV) or vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) excimer radiation in excimer lamps. But it has some 
deficiencies for treatment of large area substrates, which can be easily eliminated by using the 
coplanar barrier discharge structure. Both surface barrier discharge (SBD) and coplanar barrier 
discharge (DBD) are promising for surface engineering at atmospheric pressure. They are already 
been used for surface modification[1], plasma cleaning[2] and film deposition[3]. 

Polymers, which play an increasing role as structural materials, are applied more and more widely 
in industry in recent years. A lot of polymer properties are well known, such as low surface energy, 
thermal stability, low friction and hydrophobic. These properties are maybe anticipated in a few 
applications, while they are defects for other applications and have to be overcome.  Recently, 
modification of the surface properties of polymers becomes a subject, which plenty of researchers are 
interested in. The usual two means including physical and chemical methods are adopted to modify 
the surface properties of polymers. However, the chemical method is water-wasting and easily causes 
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environment pollution. In contrast, the physical method is paid more and more attention in recent 
years. 

Plasma technique used to modify polymer surfaces is of great and increasing industrial 
practicability [4] because it can uniformly modify the surface of the treated samples without changing 
the matrix properties. For example, Chaozong Liu et al [5] had reported that, the AFM examination of 
pre- and post-plasma treated polymer surfaces revealed that only the outermost layer was affected by 
dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma treatment. S. Guruvenket et al. [6] had modified 
polystyrene and PE using microwave electron cyclotron resonance plasma to improve the wettability 
of the two kinds of polymer. Coen et al. [7] had modified polypropylene (PP), 
polymethylmethacrylate, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and polyethyletetraphalate (PET) under 
high vacuum conditions. The results suggested that plasma treatment could cause topographical 
modification on the treated polymer surface. S. Bhowmik et al. [8] had studied the wettability and 
physicochemical characteristics when PP film was exposed to a DC glow discharge on the condition 
of airflow by different electrode structure. 

  CBD is proved to be a promising technology in the modification of surface properties of 
polymers in recent years. The mean electron energy in CBD plasma is in the range of 0-10 eV [9], 
while the chemical binding energy of polymers is less than or equals to 10 eV [10]. Therefore, 
energetic particles in CBD can break the chemical bonds of polymers. In addition, to modify the 
surface properties of polymers without expensive vacuum system is another advantage of CBD. 
Nowadays, CBD has been used widely to modify the surface of polyimide, PP, PTFE, poly 
(methylpentene), and so on [11, 12].  

The aim of this research was to create a diffuse layer of coplanar barrier discharge plasma at 
atmospheric pressure in air. It is believed that for many surface treatment applications, such a thin 
surface layer of plasma may be more useful than the other configureurations. We explored a coplanar 
barrier discharge apparatus.The parameters of the apparatus are optimized and proposed 
experimentally. The lamps with CBD structure is designed and cmpared with those with DBD 
sturucture. The polyethylene (PE) films are treated with the CBD device. 

Experimental setup 

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the experiment setup. Coplanar barrrier discharge plasma 
appears on the surface of the device. The electrode and the gap distance is 0.5 and 1 mm. Figure 2 
shows the picture of the neon and argon coplanar barrier discharge. 

The contact angle measurement system used is OCAH200. The data are obtained with 5 point 
average of the water contact angle measurements obtained from the same sample of the area of 60 
mm×60 mm.The FTIR system used is AVATAR 360FT-IR, the accessory used is ATR with the wave 
number range of 400-4000 cm-1, which examines the evidence for the induction of new functional 
groups in the surface of PE films. The XPS system used is Kratos Analytical Amicus, which analyzes 
the concentration of the new elements introduced into the surface of PE films. The SEM system used 
is JSM-5600LV, which explores the surface morphology of PE samples. 

       
Fig.1. Tibe inner surface DLC films deposition apparatus by  Fig.2. Pictures of coplanar barrier discharge: Neon and 

Argon 

Results and discussion 
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Water contact angle. 
Figure 3 shows the change of the water contact angle of PE sample versus air-DBD treatment time. 

The water contact angle of the PE film reduces with the treatment time being extended. The water 
contact angle of the untreated sample is 92°. It dramatically decreases to 69° after treatment time for 
one second and it continues to decrease with the treatment time increasing, which suggests the 
changes in the surface of PE samples mainly happen within the first second. However, the contact 
angle changes a little when the sample is treated for twenty seconds or more. Nai-Yi Cui et al. [12] 
has observed that effective plasma-induced chemical etching appears to equilibrate after 25% of the 
PP surface carbon is oxidized. 

Contact angle measurements on treated surfaces of PE samples show the hydrophilic 
transformation of the polymer surfaces. The increasing of the polar molecules on the surface of the 
material will cause the decreasing of the contact angle, which indicates that the wettability increases. 
The water contact angle on the treated PE samples decreasing with the treatment time being extended 
suggests the hydrophilic increasing on the treated surfaces of PE samples with the treatment time 
being extended.  
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Figure 3. The variation curve of water contact angle versus the treatment time   Figure 4. Tibe inner surface DLC films 
deposition apparatus byFTIR-ATR spectra for (a) an untreated PE film and (b) a 1s treated PE film and (c) a 10s treated 

PE film and (d) a 20s treated PE film and (e) a 30s treated PE film and (f) a 40s treated PE film 
FTIR-ATR. 
Figure 4 shows FTIR-ATR spectra for pre- and post-treated PE films. The 1s PE sample treated 

with the air CBD shows two new peaks at 1733 and 1646 cm-1, while the 20s treated PE sample 
compared with the 1s PE sample treated with the air DBD shows two new peaks at 1242 cm-1 and 
3419 cm-1 again. The peak at 1733 cm-1 corresponds to (C=O) stretching vibration. The peak at 1646 
cm-1 corresponds to COO— asymmetrical stretching. The peak at 1242cm-1 could be COO— 
symmetrical stretching and the peak at 3419cm-1 could be –OH group. Lehocky et al. [13] has also 
found similar groups on the surface of the treated PE with oxygen plasmas. Therefore, the oxidized 
species are introduced into the surface of PE exposed to the air CBD, which is responsible for the 
decrease of the contact angle on the treated sample surface. An oxygen plasma can react with the 
polymer surface to produce a variety of atomic oxygen functional groups, such as C-O, C=O, O-C=O 
at the surface [14]. Generally speaking, when polymers are exposed to plasma, two processes 
simultaneously happen, one is etching of the polymer surface through the reaction of atomic oxygen 
with the surface carbon atom, giving volatile reaction products, the other is the formation of oxygen 
functional groups at the polymer surface through the interaction between the active species from the 
plasma and the surface atom [15]. After 20s treated time, the ATR spectra of the 30s and 40s treated 
samples show no other peaks, and amplitude of the spectra of the 30s and 40s treated samples hardly 
change, which suggests the etching and oxidation come to equilibrate when the surface of samples are 
exposed to the air-CBD. This phenomena accords to the tendency of water contact angle with the 
exposed time. 

XPS. 
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Figure 4 shows carbon (1s) XPS spectra for (a) an untreated PE film and (b) a 20s treated PE film. 
Figure 4a shows the XPS spectrum of the untreated sample can be fitted with two peaks. One is the 
peak at binding energy Eb=285.0eV, the other is the peak at binding energy Eb=286.3eV. The former 
is the hydrocarbon signal peak, the latter should be the peak of the certain intrinsic low-level oxidized 
carbon group [13]. O atomic concentration is measured at 3.80%, C atomic concentration is measured 
at 18.62% among the second peak. Figure 4b shows the XPS spectrum of a 20s treated sample. 
Additionally oxidized species appear and O atomic concentration increases. The two new peaks 
emerge on the high-energy side: Eb=288.0eV; Eb=289.2eV. The former represents ketone [-(C=O)-] 
and/or acetal [-(O-C-O)-] carbons, the latter represents carboxyl [-(C-O)-O-] carbon. 

Figure 5a shows the XPS spectrum of the untreated sample can be fitted with one peak and its 
binding energy is 532.8eV. Figure 5b shows the XPS spectrum of a 20s treated sample. One new peak 
emerges and its binding energy is 534.4eV. Eb=532.8eV corresponds [-(C-O)-] and Eb=534.4eV 
corresponds [-(C=O)-]. The PE film only consists of carbon and hydrogen elements. The surface of 
PE film could be oxidized when it is exposed to the oxygenous environment. According to Figure 5a, 
C and O combine and make [-(C-O)-]. Figure.5b suggests that the active particles in plasma could 
break carbon-hydrogen bonds to form unsaturated carbon bonds, which combine with the ionized 
oxygen in discharge gas, therefore, [-(C-O)-] and [-(C=O)-] are formed in the surface of the treated 
PE film. 
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Figure 5. Carbon (1s) XPS spectra for (a) an untreated PE film and (b) a 20s treated PE film 

SEM. 
Figure 6 shows the morphology of the PE films with the treated time increasing. The image size is 

1μm. The discharge conditions are: the discharge voltage is 10 kV, the discharge frequency is 4 kHz 
and the electrode gap is 2 mm. Figure 6 (a) shows the image of the untreated PE film, which surface is 
smooth. Figure 6 (b) indicates the micrograph of the treated PE film for 5s, which surface grows 
rough, a lot of speculate protuberances emerge. Figure 6 (c) shows the SEM image of the treated PE 
film for 60s, which surface grows rougher than Figure 6 (b), much more speculate protuberances 
emerge. The surface the treated PE film grows rougher with the treated time increasing mainly 
because of the chemical etching. The chemical etching of the PE surface is through the reaction of 
atomic oxygen with the surface carbon atom, giving volatile reaction products, therefore a new 
surface layer appears. 

              
Figure 6. SEM for (a) Cu film deposited on an untreated PE film and (b)Cu film deposited on a 2m treated PE film and 

(c)Cu film deposited on a 2m treated PE film with blowing 
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Conclusion 

In this paper, modification of the surface properties of PE films is studied using air dielectric 
barrier discharge plasma at atmosphere pressure, which shows air plasma can dramatically improve 
wettability of PE surfaces. The treated samples are examined by water contact angle measurements, 
FTIR-ATR, XPS and SEM, which shows that wettability of surfaces is improved because the polar 
functional groups are introduced into the surface of PE samples. 
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